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Summary

One CIWSof neutron spectrometers is devices that provide a measure of the neutron
spectrum by using moderating and absorbing materials together with thermal-neutron detectors.
Pacific Northwest National Laboratory has developed scintillating fibers that are sensitive to
thermal neutrons. Because these fibers are ~ they present an enabling technology for several
applications, including highly efficient neutron spectroscopy. The underlying concept is to
arrange the fibers in an array of layers separated by materials whose characteristics have been
chosen to optimize the instrument function for the application. Monte Carlo experiments have
been performed to characterize the conceptual design and to determine the value of the concept
as a tool for research and other applications. .
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1.0 Introduction

A variety of needs exists for Imowing the eriergy spectral content of a neutron flux.
Among these needs are arms-control and national-security applications, which arise because
different neutron sources produce different neutron energ spectra. This work is primarily
directed at these applications.

The’concept described herein is a spectrometer in the same sense as a Bonner sphere.
The instrument response reflects a statistical average of the energy spectrum. The Bonner sphere
is an early rendition of this class. In this, a neutron detector is placed at the center of a
moderating (and absorbing) sphere (of varying thickness and composition). Spectral tiokling is
required, and the resolution and efficiency are, typic’hlly,poor, althou h the potential bandwidth

Yis very large. A recent variation on the Bonner-sphere approach uses He gas proportional
counters with resistive wires to locate the position of the event (Toyokawa et al 1996).

The spectrometer concept investigated here has the potential for better resolution and
much improved neutron efficiency compared to Bonner spheres and similar devices. These
improvements are possible because of the development of neutron-sensitive, scintillating-glass
fibers. These fibers can be precisely located in space, which allows a corresponding precision in
energy resolution. Also, they can be fabricated into arrays that intercept a large fraction of
incident thermal neutrons, providing the improvement in iieutron economy.

An improvement such as this has numerous potential applications within the national
security mission and in other areas. For the purposes of this analysis, which is primarily
intended to provide design guidance, the focus is on the ability to distinguish between difXerent
neutron spectra. It is important to recognize that the universe of applications extends well
beyond this.

It is also important to note tha~ in an actual applicatio~ the spectrometer will be exposed
to neutrons directly ilom the source plus others that are best described as environmental, i.e.,
those that have orighiated from the source (or other sources) and have reflected off the
environment. This analysis considers only the response of the spectrometer to the primary
neutron so~ce. A limited analysis of the effect of environmental interactions is included as
Appendix B.
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2.0 Scintillating Fibers

Cerium-activated, lithium-silicate”glass scintillates in the presence of a thermal neutron
flux. At Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL), these glasses are drawn into
scintillating waveguides using a hot-downdraw tower. The use of a hot-downdraw system
avoids crystallization of the lithium-rich glass. The glass fiber is clad with a thermal-curing
silicone rubber that serves as both an optical cladding and a physical btier. The cladding
polymer was selected to give the waveguides a large numerical aperture. The numerical aperture
determines the fraction of photons that will be confined inside the fiber. For these fibers, the
captured fraction is approximately 0.033 towards each end.

Applications for the fibers are based on detecting scintillation photons induced in the
glass by a Li(n,ct)3H reaction. This reaction is exothermic, releasing approximately 4.7 MeV, of
which the majority is carried away by the triton. The triton and alpha particle each interact with
the glass matrix to produce an ionization trail. This ionization transfers energy by exciting Ce3+
ions, which scintillate with the emission of photons of wavelength ca. 400 nm.

The scintillating glass is sensitive to Compton electrons and photoelectrons produced by
gamma rays as well as neutrons. Electrons, however, produce much smaller pulses than
neutrons. Because the range of Compton electrons is much greater than the 120-pm diameter of
the fiber, the full electron energy is rarely deposited in a single fiber. A distinct neutron
signature based on pulse amplitude makes it possible TOuse electronic logic circuitry to separate
neutron-induced signals from other events. This report considers only the effects of neutrons.
The gamma-ray response provides additional Mormation about the character of the source. This
information will be examined after the prototype spectrometer is built.



3.0 Specification of the Problem
\ I

The application for which this assessment was conducted is one of arms control or
nonproliferation. It is desirable to be able to determine if the contents of a container are what
they claim to be. Neutron spectroscopy offers one possibility for performing that determination.
The specifications for the spectrometer system were predicated on the type of equipment that has
traditionally been used for these activities and on practicality considerations:

. portable (i.e., no more than 20 kg for the detector)
● efficient enough to require a short counting time (i.e., approximately 5-rein count for

6 x 104dsec source)
● simple to fabricate ( i.e., no more than six fiber bilayers and no more than 60 km of

fiber).

Within these limitations, two configurations were considered: a planar configuration and
a cylindrical cotilguration. The purpose of considering two configurations is to explore and
demonstrate the strength of the underlying concept and to deterrnihe which conflgu.ration is
superior for this application.

The choice of cor@gurations is predicated, in part at least, on prior work. A planar
cor@.uration is simple in conce~t and easy to fabricate, it is the obvious extension of previous
scintillating fiber confQurations (Seymour et al. 1988; Bliss et al. 1995; Bliss and Craig 1995),
and it has been theoretically explored earlier (Bliss, Craig, and Sunberg 1997). The earlier
scoping studies showed that the response of a fiber layer located about 5 cm from the front
surface is relatively insensitive to the energy of the incident neutron. This means that the
information content of the signal from layers in this region is smaller than that at other depths. ‘
The response of shallower layers distinguishes between low-energy neutrons; the response of
deeper layers distinguishes between higher energy neutrons. For this reason, fiber layers were
not distributed uniformly. As a practical matter, locating fiber layers closer than about 1-cm
apart is problematic; so, for this analysis, the six fiber layers were located at depths of 2,3,5,7,
8 and 9 cm, respectively.

The fiber and moderator layers form concentric cylinders in the second configuration,
which is cylindrical. This configuration is somewhat more difficult to fabricate than the planar
configuration. It provides improved efficiency because neutrons can reflect around the hollow
center with multiple opportunities for detection, it will have a more complicated instrument-
response function, but is known from previous work to be satisfactory (Hezeltine 1998). The
configurations addressed are shown in Figures 3.1 and 3.2.
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Figure 3.1. Exploded View of Planar Conjuration for Neutron Spectrometer, as Modeled.
Colored end pieces are polyethylene foam; white areas are UHNIW polyethylene;
l-cm layers of UEMW are separate fiber bilayers; the unmarked volume is filled
with Hi-Gell@protective polymer.
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Figure 3.2. Exploded View of Cylindrical Configuration for Neutron Spectrometer, as Modeled.
White cylinders and end caps are UHMW polyethylene. Colored areas are fiber
bilayers.

Seven neutron spectra were chosen for preliminary analysis. This selection was chosen to
provide a sampling of commonly available neutron sources and to test the performance of the
technique. The source spectra are those for 252Cfand 2aPu spontaneous fissionl and Pu13e
@oil 1989, p. 23), oxygenj and fluo~ne (%n) rea~ons at 5 and 5.5 MeV (correspon@ng tO
239puand 241~ a-particlesources respectively) (Matsunobu et al. 1992). These neutron spectra

are shown in Figures 3.3 through 3.6. The Pu and Cf spontaneous spectra are quite similar,
differing in the components with energy greater than 1 MeV, the PuBe (cz,n) spectrum is very
different from the Pu and Cf spectra and from the oxide and fluoride (cgn) spectrrg the PuP and
PuO sources are quite different, the PuF source more resembling the Pu and Cf spectr~2 the
fluorine (cx,n)spectra for 5.0 and 5.5 MeV are quite similar, differing only in a slight shift of the
peak and the magnitude of the low-energy peak.

1MCNP4a Monte Carlo N-Particle Transport Code System, distributed by Radiation Shielding Information Center
at Oak RidgeNationalLaboratory.
2Note tha~ if the plutonium fkom which the PuF and PuO spectra are derived contains 2WW there will be
spontaneous neutrons from fission of 2~u. The spectrain Figures3.4 through3.6are only the (Q) parts. For a
typical, fish weapons-grademateriaLthe (CQ$reactionscontributeabout50%of the neutronshorn PuO and about
98% of thosefromPuF.
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4.0 Performance Metric ~

To evaluate the performance of the instrument design, for the specific application of
distinguishing between neutron spectra, two steps are required. First, the response of the
detector to each neutron spectrum is determined. Then, the two data sets are compared. This
comparison, i.e., the performance, requires a suitable definition.

Definition of the Metric

In this case, the sets of data, i.e., the spectral measurements, to be compared are treated as points
in an n-dimensional space. The measure of sirnilarhy of the two spectral measurements is taken
to be the Euclidian di&nce between the points. “

For application to the spectrometer, the data are the number of counts in each of the n layers for a
given period of time or a given sum of the total number of counts in all layers. Each set of data
from the six layers is a point .in n-dimensional space. If xi is the “correct” value of a point in n-
space; as determined by a series of measurements, and yi is the result of a measurement, then a
single criterion, S, for the similarity of the measurement to the correct value is .

S2~.= Z (~ ‘Cj)2 (4.1)

where the sum is over i and the c and a are appropriately scaled measures of xi and yj,
respectively. Scaling may be necessary so that the tiormation content of each dimension is
treated equally. Small distances imply similarity; large distances imply dissimilarity.

This method is called the “mean-squared-distance” algorithm and is related to a Chi-squared-fit
approach that was successfully applied in an ultrasonic signatures technique (Good et al. 1993).
B~cause the data are uncorellated and statistically well-behaved, the variance is well-
approximated by the square root of the mean, Q!. Therefore, in the analysis of the distance
between points weighted by the variance, the actual quantity evaluated isl

()[ ]1 (nj ‘lki2
s2ac= z ~

nl

The importance of this choice of scaling is clarified when statistical noise is added to the
problem. Assuming normal distributions for the counts in each layer,

p(nl, nz,.. .nG)- p(nl) ● p(nz) . . . p(n.)

(4.2)

-{exp[-(n~~!~]}@{..p[-(n~~zY]}{exP[-(n~$y]}

‘ The factor of 1/2 is chosen for convenience in statistical analysis.
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- {w?[-(k?l} ● {exp[-(&;)l}...{exp[-(g~)l} (4.3)

where ~1= (n@4201 or

P(nl,nz,.. .nJ - {exp[-(p2)]} (4.4)

where

(p2) = &2 + g; + .,. +& (4.5)

is the “total mean-square distance” and is readily seen to be identical to S2.

When the dimensionality, i.e., the number of fiber layers, is six, it is readily shown that
the distribution for p is

P(p)dp = p5~exp[-(p2)]} dp (6)

This distribution is a toroidal shape in 6-space and peaks (the most probable value of p at
a value of p -1.6. (Figure 4.1). The arrows in Figure 4.1 show the values of p for which the
probability of exceeding that
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This distribution is quite different fkom the usual Gaussian distribution (from which it is
derived)l and is compared with a Gaussian distribution in Table 4.1. The factor of p5 preceding
the exponential significantly spreads out the distribution. Combining the Morrnation from the
different layers can improve the confidence that a difference in signal between a measurement
and a standard is real, but it also increases the number of ways that statistical fluctuations can
‘add to produce an erroneous result. Physically, this means that the information gained by adding
a layer must be very carefully weighed against the statistical noise introduced by adding an
additional degree of freedom. This is briefly discuixed in Appendix A.

I
Table 4.1. Value of_ for Which Value is Exceeded by Chance ~

Odds that value is Gaussian
exceeded by chance ~ distribution R( ) (dimensionali& *6)

1:1 0.48 1.6
1:102 .1.8 2.9
1:104 2.3 2.7
1:106 3.1 3.4
1:107 3.5 3.7

I

4.1 Scenatios I

The response of the spectrometers’ is calculated for two scentios.. In the firstj the
detector counts for a fixed period of time (the constant-tine scenario) and the number of counts”
in each of the fiber layers in the spectrometer is calculated. In the second, the detector counts
until a fixed number of total counts (that is, the sum of counts in the six layers) is collected (the
constant-count scenario). In all cases, the source is taken to be emitting 6 ● 104neutrons per
second, corresponding to the neutron emissions of approximately 1 kg of weapons-grade (WG)
plutonium.

The constant-time scenario is representative of that which is incorporated into a typical
experiment. It presupposes a representation that whatever is being presented for testis the item
(either individual or type) for which the standard spectruni was measured. The cons@nt-number-
of-count scenario is more representative of one in which an unknown is to be identified.

‘ NB: p2 is (n-n)2/2cs,where o is the variance. The factor of two, convenient for analysis, is also different from the
conventional expression.



5.0 Evaluation of the Designs

For purposes of modeling, the source was located 1 m fi-omthe front surface of the
detector. A total of 5 ● 107neutron histories was run for each analysis, giving a variance of
approximately 10/o. The neutron simulation code, MCNP4Z was run for a series of incident
neutron energiesl; the response of each fiber layer was calculated. (Figure 5.1. shows the
response of the layers of the planar detector vs. energy.) Then the response, for each fiber layer,
was fit to a polynomial in the logadhm of energy (Figure 5.2). From this polynomial fi~ the
layer-by-layer response is calculated for each neutron energy spectrum @?igures3.3 through 3.6)
and the scaled mean-square displacement metric was calculated for each pair of spectra.
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Figure 5.1. Layer-by-Layer Response of the Planar Spectrometer as a Function of Energy2

‘ 0.1 to 1.0 NleVby 0.1 lvfeV, 1.0 to 4.0 h4eVby 0.5 NfeV and 4.0 to 10.0 MeVby 1MeV.
2 TM figureis comparablewithFigure 15-2of Knoll (pg. 517, op cit.) in whichthe energydependenceof a Bormer
sphereis beingdiscussed. Note thati 1) F@re 5.1 (here)coversthe regionfrom 10-1to 101MeV and 2) for the fiber
spectrometer, all layers can be readout simultaneously.
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6.0 Results

The modeling results are used to perform a relative evaluation of the two configurations for the
design conditions. A sensitivity analysis, including the ability to separate various mixes of WG
Pu and PuO; and a preliminary analysis of the information content of each layer, developed using
these results, is provided in Appendix A.

6.1 Evaluation of Configurations

The values of p, corresponding to comparison of the calculated responses of the two
cofilgurations to the various neutron sources, is shown in Figure 6.1 and Figure 6.2. Figure 6.1
shows the comparison of the test spectrum with the standard spectrum for,the scenario in which
the counting is performed until 3.5 ● 104total events are scored in the detector. The diagonal
boxes are identically zero because, for these, the test and standard spectra are identical., The red
boxes represent comparisons for which the value of p is sufficiently small @at there is greater
than an equal probability of likes being mistaken for unlikes because of statistical variations.
The yellow boxes represent comparisons for which the probability of randomly mistaking likes
for unlikes is less than 1:2, but greater than a 1:10,000 probability status. The green boxes
represent situations for which the probability of likes being randomly mistaken for unlikes is
smaller than 1:10,000. White boxes represent the situations for which the spectra are identical.

The planar spectrometer is superior to the cylindrical version in distinguishing between
likes and unlikes. Because the value of p scales as the square root of the number of counts
‘recorded, calculation for a greater number of counts is straightforward. For instance, to address
the situation in which 7 ● 104counts are recorded, each of the p values in Figure 6.1 would be
multiplied by 1.41. For the planar configuration, the only effect that that change would have
would be to move the comparison of the Cf fission spectrum with that of the Pu fission spectrum
into the 1:10,000 category.

The predicted time for recording 3.5 Q104counts is shown across the bottom of the
matrices. It is seen that the times are slightly shorter for the cylindrical detector than for the
planar; that is, the efficiency of the cylindrical detector is slightly greater than that of the planar
configuration. This increase in efficiency occurs because there are no edges, out of which
neutrons might be lost, for the cylindrical contlguration.

6.1
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Figure 6.2 shows the comparison of me test spectrum with the standard spectrum for the
scenario in which the counting is performed for a fixed period of 5 min for a source of 6 ● 104
neutrons per second, corresponding to approximately 1 kg of WG PU1. The box marking has the
same meaning as for Figure 6.1. Here, as in the constant total number of counts scenario, the
planar configuration is generally superior to the cylindrical conilguration.

The constant-count-time scenario is superior at distinguishing between likes and unlikes
than the constant-count scenario, even when p is scaled to make the counting times more similar.

This difference arises in the differences in total energy-integrated efficiencies (of the detector)
for the different sources. The information content of the performance metric lies in two parts:
1) the detector total efficiency and 2) the differential efilciency of the fiber layers. For the
constant-total-count scenario, the first of these is not used. Note that in order to improve the
separation of the fluorine (cx,n) spectra to better than 10/0cotildence in the constant-count-time

scenario, it is only necessary to extend the count time to 5.5 min from 5 min.

1R. Brodzinski, Memorandum to Distribution, “Neutron Yields from Plutonium Oxide:’ March 18,1993.
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7.0 Summary

The performance of planar and cyli&lrical contlgurations for a fiber-based, moderating
spectrometer have been compared relative to each other, and the potential pefiorrnance of the
planar con@guration was assessed for various scenarios. All analyses were conducted based on a
noise~fiee assurnptiom, however, statistical variations were explicitly included. Background
variations were assumed to be inconsequential. Analyses were conducted with respect to two
scenarios and six neutron spectra. For a source with an emission rate approximating that of 1 kg
of WG Pu, the planar configuration is found to be superior to the cylindrical.

Both configurations, given sufficient time, were found to be capable of distinguishing
between PuBe, 5-MeV Oxygen (a,n), 5-MeV Fluorine (a,n), 5:5-MeV Fluorine (a,n), Cf fission,
and Pu fission. With @e exception of the 5 and 5.5 MeV Fluorine (u,n), statistically significant
(99.99%) discrimination between all spectra can be achieved in about 5 min.

For the fixed-time scenario, ivith a counting period of 5 ~ each of the designs is able
to distinguish between all of the neutron spectrzq except the two Fluorine (%n) spectr% such that.
the chances of statistical noise causing a like to be mistaken for an unlike (or vice versa) to be
less than 2%; for most spectr~ the chances are many orders of magnitude smaller.

For the fixed-total-nurnber-of-co&ts sce&rio, with 3.5 ● 104total counts, which takes
about 5 rein, the petiormance is similar with all separations (excepting the two Fluorine spectra)
better than 98% confidence, and inmost cases better than 99.9999’XO.

Either scenario is capable of distinguishing the WG Pu-metal fraction in mixes with WG
PuO to 20% with better than 98% confidence in about 20 rein, when the emission rate is that of
approximately 3 kg of metallic WG Pu.

A scenario was examined in which the fixed parameter is the total count in one of the
layers. This scenario was found to be advantageous in separating some spectr% particularly the
separation of various mixes of WG Pu metal and WG PuO.

From these results, it is clear that the fibers allow the design of a highly intelligent, highly
flexible, portable spectrometer system that is capable of distinguishing belxveen similar spectra;
For some applications, the simplicity of this design may provide an additional benefit because its
mode of operation and capability is simple and readdy understood by one skilled in neutron
physics. In addition, this analysis demonstrates that a choice of planar configuration is
statistically well justified for general application. A cylindrical configuration is slightly more
efficient, ahhough its petiorrnance is slightly poorer; in some applications, this configuration
may, on balance, have a technical advantage that offsets the dficuhy in engineering.

The data allow analysis of the information content of the individual fiber layers. This is
done in Appendix A. An analysis of the effect of environmental variation on petiormance is
presented in Appendix B. The planar spectrometer configuration has a front and a back, both of
which have polyethylene layers tha~ in operation, maybe removed. An analysis of the effect of
changing the configuration on petiormance is presented in Appendix C.
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Presently, a planar spectrometer is under construction. It is expected that the
pefiormance of the actual detector maybe improved, relative to this analysis, by adding
information arising from gamma-ray interactions with the fiber.l. When the detector has been
tested, and information on such properties as noise and the value of gamma-ray interactions
obtained, the idealizations of this analysis can be Iil?ed. Among other things, then an inversion
protocol can be developed to let the detector petiorm as a true spectrometer.

1 If the variables become neutron count and gamma-ray count in each fiber layer, the’dimensionality increases from
6 to 12. The probability density for p then becomes P(p)= C pl*exp(-p2),where C is a normalization constant. The
increased dimensionality increases the peak value of p from 1.58 to 2.35 and increases the lVOvalue of p from 2.90
to 3.62. Proportionately, the additional dimensionality is justified only if the additional information gleaned from
the added data increase the values of p.
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Appendix A: Information Content of Fiber Layers

This analysis considers the effect of removing the contribution of one layer at a time from
the discrimination analysis. In this case, the dimensionality of p changes, so Eq. 6 of Section 4.1
becomes

p(p5)dpQ =(&)p:{’’p[-(p$)l}dp, (A-1)

This means that the confidence with which two spectra can be said to be the same or
different is a different fimction of p~than of p~ Because of this difference, when comparing the
two, it is more reasonable to speak in terms of the contldence than the value of p~. Figure A.1
shows the confidence as a fi.mction of the mean square separation for five and six layers, i.e., (p~)
and (pG),respectively.

1.00E+oO
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~ 1.00E-02
w
c
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+
c
s

U 1.00E-04
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o 1 2 3 4 5

Mean square separation, p (au)

r—p5

—p6

Figure Al. Confidence (i.e., probability that an experiment resulting in a value of p
could have occurred simply by chance) as a Function of the Mean-Square Separation for
a 5-Layer Spectrometer p~and for a 6-Layer Spectrometer p~

Figure A.2 shows the effect of removing the signal from Layer 6 in the fixed-total-
number-of-counts scenario. This change has the greatest negative impact on the confidence by
which it is possible to distinguish the spectra for this scenario. The effect of removing the signal
from Layers 2,3, or 4 actually improves the confidence, for this scenario, of all other conditions
remaining the same. Removing Layer 3 has the greatest positive impact-at the expense of
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multiplying the counting time by almost a factor of 5. If all channels are counted for the same .. -
period as Layer 3 requires to count 35,000 events, then the confidence for all cases would be
much improved. A better question is: What time and number of counts is required to guarantee
that the poorest confidence is 5Y0,for instance? The answer to this question is given in
Table A. 1.

Table A.L Examination of Time and Number of Counts to Give 5% Cotildence

;um of all six layers
layer 1
layer 2
layer 3
layer 4
layer 5
layer 6

6.35
6.95
8.4
8.4
6.25
5.6
5.6

in Separating 5.0 and 5.5 MeV Fluorine (cqn) Neutron Spectra

ITime (rein) I Counts to Achieve5°/0 Confidence
s 29.5 ● 104

7.7 “ 103
9.1 “ 103
8.2 ● 103
3.9 “ 103
2.9 ● 103
2.3 ● 103

For the fixed-time scenario, the situation is reversed compared to the fixed-total-number-
of-counts scenario. In this case (Figure A.3), removing the signal from Layer 1 has the greatest
impact in reducing the cotildence by which spectra can be distinguished. Removing Layer 3 has
the least effect on the confidence, but is only slightly different from that for Layers 4,5, and 6.

These results introduce a third scenario for counting, which forms a compromise between
the constant-time and constant-total-number-of-counts scenarios in terms of the use of the
information in the fiber layers. This new scenario is one in which the count is taken for a
constant total number of counts in a given layer. To illustrate this scenario, and to demonstrate
the flexibility of the spectrometer, a different mix of spectra will be considered. Specifically the
issue of distinguishing mixes of PuO and Pu when the effects of spontaneous-fission neutrons are
included will be addressed.
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For weapons grade (WG) PuO, approximately 95V0 of the neutrons come from 239Puand
240Pu.1 Of these, approximately 59.1 n/see/g arise from spontaneous fission and approximately
48.2 n/see/g from (u,n) reactions. For various mixes of metallic WG Pu and WG PuO,

Table A.2 shows the fraction of the neutrons emitted arising from spontaneous fission and from
(ct,n) reactions. For the purpose of this analysis, all the fission neutrons are considered to be
coming from 240Pu, and all the (ct,n) reactions arise from 5-MeV alpha particles. Figure A.4

shows the probability that one mix of WG Pu and PuO can be mistaken for another because of
statistical error for a source emitting 1.8 ● 105 rdg, corresponding to approximately 3 kg of
metallic Pu, for either the fixed-total- number-of-count scenario or the fixed-time scemi.rio.
Mixtures differing by 20% in composition are readily distinguished in a reasonable period of
time.

Table A.2. Fractions of Spontaneous Fission Neutrons and (cqn) Neutrons for Various Mixes of

Metallic Pu and PuO

Fraction Metallic Pu
1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0

Fraction I%%pontaneous
Fraction PuO FissioriNeutrons

0.0 1.0
0.2 0.91
0.4 0.82
0.6 0.73
0.8 0.64
1.0 0.55

Fraction Alpha-n
Neutrons

0.0
0.09
0.18
0.27
0.36
0.45

Table A.3 compares the results of counting for a fixed number of counts, either in the
sum of all layers, or in each of the layers in turn. The highly different responses result from the
highly differing efficiencies of the individual layers to the high-energy neutrons characteristic of
the PuO; the rather weak response of the sum-of-all-the-layers approach is indicative of the fact
that the overall eftlciency of the detector is less-sensitive to energy than the individual layers.

Table A.3. Number of Counts Required in Fixed-Number-of-Counts Scenario to Achieve lVO
Chance of Statistical Error

Configuration I Fixed Number of Counts
Fixed count in sum of six layers 5.7 “105

Fixed count in 1 5.6 ●104
Fixed count in 2 7.8 ●104
Fixed count in 3 1.1 ●105
Fixed count in 4 3.9 “104
Fixed count in 5 1.8 ●104
Fixed count in 6 1.0 “104

Time (rein)
28
12
17
25
14

8.8
5.8

*Brodzinski, op. cit.
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Figure A,3. The Effect of Removing the Signal from One Layer of the Spectrometer, in this Case, Layer 6, for the Constant-Total-
Number-of-Counts Scenario. Removing the signal from Layer 6 was found to have the greatest effect on the confidence in the results,
The numbers in the box represent the probability of likes being mistaken for unlikes because of statistical variations. The symbol<
indicates that the chance of a measurement producing the erroneous conclusion is less than 1 in 106. The colors in the boxes provide
a qualitative estimate of thk probability.
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Appendix B: Environmental Factors

Environmental factors can have significant effects on the behavior of neutrons and on
neutron measurements. A seriesof scenarios was modeled to assess the effect of environmental
factors on the performance of the spectrometer. These scenarios (see below) were based on
specific phenomena known to be nuisance factors in performing neutron measurements:

. The effect of human presence

. The effect of a wall behind the detector

. The effect of a wall behind the source

. The effect of a wall next to the source and detector

. The effect of the source and detector being within a cylindrical room (silo).

Only the differences in measurements between Cf and Pu spontaneous-fission spectra
were evaluated. A total of 1 ● 106neutrons was run for each experiment (variance ca. 5Yo).

Human Presence. Figure B. 1 shows the physical arrangement that was evaluated. The human is
represented as a 2-m him 100-kg cylinder of water. Two human-presence scenarios are
considered:

. next to the detector
● behind the detector.

“Human”
Position 1

Fizure B.1. To~ and Side View of Human-Presence Scenario Geometrv. A 2-m, 100-k~
cy-hder of wate~ is located beside or behind the detector, or is removed: The so~ce is l;cated
1 m from the detector. The detector center is 1 m from the floor, long axis vertical. Not to scale.



In each case, the humans were located l-m distant from the detector. .A third scenario is that in
which the cylinder is absent. The source and detector are both located with their centers 1 m
above an essentially infinitely thick concrete floor. The source is 1 m from the detector.

Figure B.2 shows the values of the weighted root-mean-square displacement between the
two predicted measurements. While it is clear that the presence and location of a human changes
the results of a measurement, the change’is small compared to the separation between Cf and Pu
spontaneous-fission spectra. It is noteworthy that the introduction of the concrete floor into the
analysis has had a marked effect on the separation of the Cf and Pu spectra. This is attributable
to an increase in el%ciency as a result of neutrons being reflected fkom the floor while retaining
energy information.
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The effect of a wall behind the detector. Figure B.3 shows the physical arrangement that was
evaluated. For the calculations, the detector is located 1 m fkom the l-m-thick concrete wall, the
source is 1 m from the dete~or, and both the source and detector are 1 m from the floor. The
wall is 10 m high.

Figure B.3. Top and Side Wew of Wall-Behind-Detector Scenario Geometry. A l-m-thick
concrete wall is located behind the detector, or is removed. Source is located 1 m from detector.
Detector center is 1 m from floor, long axis vertical. Not to scale.

For this scenario, the ped?ormance was calculated with the wall present and with it absent.
The results of that analysis are shown in Figure B.4. These results show that the wall enhances
the separation between the two spectral measurements, but in order to compare sources, carefil
attention to the location of environmental features such as walls is required. It is important that
the environments for measurements be as similar as possible.
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Detector between source and wall
(j .1 (’)4n/see source at 1 m.
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❑

Test Spectrum

zs~~
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Pu source
Wall present;
Cf source

Wall absent;
Pu source
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Cf

4.6 4.8 4.8 5.0 Time (min.)

Identical sources with H Uke sources wfih
same environment ~ different environment

❑Unlike sources with j,:~i Unlike soumes wfih
similar environment : different environment

Figure B.4a. Predicted Performance for Scenarios in Which a Concrete Wall Behind the
Detector is Present and in Which it is Absent. The numbers in the box represent the probability
of likes being mistaken for unlikes because of statistical variations. The symbol < indicates that
the chance of a measurement producing the erroneous conclusion is less than 1 in 10-6. Green
boxes represent like sources in different environments and should be close to one if
environmental effects are unimportant. Pink and red boxes represent unlike sources with similar
and different environments, respectively. Both should be small if unlike sources are not to be
mistaken for like; red square numbers should be small if environmental effects are unimportant.
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Detectorbetween source and wall
6.104 n/see source at 1 m.

Test Spectrum

IIWall present; Pu o
source

Wall present; Cl
source I

source

Figure B.4b.

❑ Identical sources with
same environment

❑ Unlike sources w“ti
similar environment

Test Spectrum

Z5? x

a
4.6 4.8 4.8 5.0 Time (min.)

❑. Like sources with. .
:. different environment

❑
:,.7 Unlike sources with.;?.-“:>. dtierent environment

Weighted Root-Mean-Squared Displacements, p, for Scenarios in Which a
Concrete Wall Behind the Detector is Present and in Which it is Absent. The weighted mean
square distance for each situation is shown in the respective box. Small values of p imply that
the measurements were derived from similar spectr% large values imply that the measurements
were derived from different spectra. Green boxes represent like sources indifferent
environments and should be small if environmental effects are unimportant. Pink and red boxes
represent unlike sources with similar and different environments, respectively. Both should be
large if unlike sources are not to be mistaken for lik~ red square numbers should be large if
environmental effects are unimportant.

The effect of a wall behind the source. Figure B.5 shows the physical arrangement that was
evaluated. For the calculations, the source is located 1 meter from a l-m thick concrete wall, the
source is 1 m from the detector, and both the source and detector are 1 m from the concrete floor.
The wall is 10 m high.

For this scenario, also, the performance was calculated with the wall present and with it
absent. The results of that analysis are shown in Figure B.6. As for the results shown in B.4,
these results show that the wall enhances the separation between the two spectral measurements,
but that performing the measurements with and without the wall gives a poor capability to
separate spectra.



spectrometer

Ill
o

Fkmre B.5. ToP and SideView of Wall-Befind-Source Scentio @omeO-
A~-m-thick cohcrete wall is located behind the detector, or is removed. The source is located 1
m from the detector. The detector center is 1 m from floor, long axis vertical. Not to scale.
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Fhmre B.6a. Predicted Performance for Scenarios in Which a Concrete Wall Behind the
So”mceis Present and in Which it is Absent. The numbers in the box represent the probability of
likes being mistaken for unlikes because of statistical variations. The symbol< indicates that the
chance of a measurement producing the erroneous conclusion is less than 1 in 10-6. Green boxes
represent like sources in different environments and should be close to one if environmental
effects are unimportant. Pink and red boxes represent unlike sources with similar and different
environments, respectively. Both should be small if unlike sources are not to be mistaken for
lik~ red square numbers should be small if environmental effects are unimportant.
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u Identicalsources with
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similarenvironment

~ Wall present
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Figure B.6b. Weighted Root-Mean-Squared Displacements, p, for Scenarios in Which a
C&crete Wall Bel&d the Source is Present and in Which it is Absent. The weighted mean
square distance for each situation is shown in the respective box. Small values of p imply that
the measurements were derived from similar spectr~ large values imply that the measurements
were derived from different spectra. Green boxes represent like sources in different
environments and should be small if environmental effects are unimportant. Pink and red boxes
represent unlike sources with similar and different environments, respectively. Both should be
large if unlike sources are not to be mistaken for lik~ red square numbers should be large if
environmental effects are unimportant.

The effect of a wall behind the source was evaluated. Figure B.7 shows the physical
arrangement that was evaluated. The performance was calculated with the spectrometer at
various locations for a fixed separation between the source and detector. The results of those
analyses are shown in Fig. B.8. These results confkn that the wall enhances the separation
between the spectral measurements. Moving the detector and source within the enclosed space
can have significant changes on the ability to distinguish belxveen spectra when performed in
different places.
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spectrometer

1
@

Figure B.7. Top and Side View of Wall-Behind-Source Scenario Geometry.
A l-m-thick concrete wall is located behind detector, or is removed. The source is located 1 m
from the detector. The detector center is 1 m from the floor, long axis vertical. Not to scale.
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Figure B8a. Predicted Performance for Scenarios in Which There is a Concrete Wall Behind the Source and Detector at Varying
Distances, The numbers in the box represent the probability of likes being mistaken for unlikes because of statistical variations. The
symbol < indicates that the chance of a measurement producing the erroneous conclusion is less than 1 in 106. Green boxes represent
like sources in different environments and should be close to one if environmental effects are unimportant. Pink and red boxes
represent unlike sources with similar and different environments, respectively. Both should be small if unlike sources are not to be
mistaken for like; red square numbers should be small if environmental effects are unimportant.
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The effect of the source and detector being within a room was evaluated. Figure B.9
shows the physical arrangement that was evaluated. The source is 1 m from the detector, and
both the source and detector are 1 m from the concrete floor. The concrete wall is 10 m high.
The performance was calculated when the source and detector are at various locations within the
room.

The performance was calculated with the spectrometer at various locations, relative to the
geometric center of the room. The results of those analyses are shown in Fig. B. 10. These
results continue to confirm that the wall enhances the separation between the spectral
measurements. Moving the detector and source within the enclosed space can have significant
changes on the capability of dlstinguisting between spectra when performed in different places.

Figure B.9. Top and Side View of Source-and-Detector-in-a-Room Scenario Geometry.
A l-m-thick concrete wall encloses a 10-m area containing detector and source, or is removed.
The source is located 1 m from the detector. The detector center is 1 m from the floor, long axis
vertical. The detector is centered in the room and moved off-center by 0.5 m and 2.5 m. The
detector is also located at a low-symme~ position. Not to scale.
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Conclusions

These calculations provide considerable guidance about the.use of the spectrometer. First the
presence of humans near the spectrometer does not seriously tiect the pefiormance of the
device. Human presence is usually the most vexing factor, in pzgf because control is difficult.
Second, concrete walls, floors, and such actually enhance the performance. For a constant
environment, the separation between measurements of likes and unlikes is increased by the floor
and walls. On the other hand, relative location of the spectrometer, source, and walls on repeated
measurements is a critical factor in determiningg performance. If either the source or detector is
moved relative to the floor or walls, likes will not be identified as likes. This means thaL if the
spectrometer is to be used in field situations in environments that differ between measurements,
an application-specific calibration protocol is required.
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Appendix C: Optional Spectrometer Configurations

The spectrometer is designed to have several optional configurations. The analyses
presented in the body of this report were based on the spectrometer with all optional
polyethylene in place and with the source located on 1 m from the detector’s “front” (up@
Figure C.1.) The detector is deliberately made to be asymmetric so that it cah be operated with
the source facing the detector’s “back.” In additio~ one of the front pieces of polyethylene and
two of the back pieces are removable. Thus, there are 12 possible configurations, 8 of which are “
distinct these are as Iisted in Table C.1. As discussed in the body of the te~ there is a
multiplicity of modes of measurement constant-time, constant-totzihi.mber-of-counts, and
constant-number-of-counts-in-a-layer. In addition to the 8 distinct configurations and the 8
modes of measurement it is easy to conceive of additional mixed measurements that combine
conllgu.rations and modes or some way of weighting the contributions of the layers.

Table Cl. Possible Configurations for Spectrometer

Front Rear ‘
. . . .... .

Polyethylene
\

Polyethylene
(+ present (+ present

I/ - absent) - absent) Source Comment.”’ ‘
.,

1 + ++ Front The canonical configuration.
Examined in detail in body of this
report (2-cm poly on source side, “
3-cm poly distal side).

2 + ++ Rear Briefly examined in this appendix
(3-cm poly on sotice side, 2-cm poly
distal side).

3 ++ “ Front Briefly examined in this appendix
(l-cm poly on source side, 3-cm poly
distal side).

4 ++ Rear (3-cm poly on source side,l-cm poly
distal side).

5 + +- Front (2-cm poly on source side, 2-cm poly
distal side).

6 + +- Re~ Same as 5
7 +- Front (1-cm poly on source side, 2-cm poly

distal side).
8 +- Rear ‘ (2-cm source, l-cm poly distal side)
9 + -- Front Same as 8
10 + -- Rear Same as 7
11 -- Front (1-cm poly on source side, l-cm poly

distal side)
12 -- Rear Sameasll
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In this appendix, we examine two of these configurations to ask the question: Does
removing the optional polyethylene or switching front for back help or hurt in distinguishing
between spectra?

To restrict the number of analyses, two variations on the Ml configuration are briefly
examined and compared with the full configuration:

“ the front optional polyethylene removed

● tie detector rotated front for rear.

Front o~tional polyethylene removed

Figures C. 1 through C.3 compare the spectrometer with and without the fi-ont optional
polyethylene for the constant-time, constant-total-number-of-counts, and constant-number-of-
counts-in-layer-six scenarios, respectively. In each case, the source strength is 6 ● 104
neutrons/see and is located at 1 m. For the constant-total-number-of-counts scenario, the number
of counts is 3.5 ● 104, and for the constant-number-of-counts-in-layer-s~ scenario, the number is
2.0 ● 103. In the constant-time scenario, removing the polyethylene improves the separation
between the spectr~ but only slighjly. In the constant-total-number-of-counts, removing the
polyethylene decreases the separation and increases the counting time, again only slightly. For
the constant-number-of-counts-in-layer-six scenario, removal of the polyethylene materially
degrades the capability to distinguish between 5.0 MeV and 5.5 MeV fluorine (et, n) spectra.

Although the counting time is reduced, only about 10% of the decrease of periiorrnance can be
attributed to the reduced counting time.
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3,50105 total counts

(j .104 n/see source at 1 m.

c1
“b

5.o MeV alpha,n
~ reaction on oxygen
a 5,o MeV alpha, n
~ reaction on fluorine

& 5,5 MeV alpha,n
U) reaction on fluorine
-0
~ Cf Fission
c
m
5 Pu Fission

PuBe

Time (rein) 5,3 5.0 5,1 5.3 5.3 6.4

E

i
%

K cc
000
g~c

o.— .- .-. -----

5,o MeV alpha,n
reaction on oxygen
5.o MeV alpha,n
reaction on fluorine
5,5 MeV alpha,n
reaction on fluorine

Cf Fission

Pu Fission

PuBe

5,3 4,9 5,0 5,3 5,2 6,5 Time (rein)

Figure C.2b. Weighted Root-Mean-Squmed Displacements, p, for the Spectrometer With and Without the Optional Polyethylene for
theConstant-Total-Number-of-Counts Scenario.The weighted mean square distance for each situation is shown in the respective box.
Values of p = Oimply identical spectra; values less than 1.63 mean that the measurement is sufficiently similar to the standard that
they have equal probability, or greater, of having been generated by the same spectrum; values of p greater than 3.73 mean that there
is less than 1 chance in 10,000 that the measurement and standard were generated by the same spectrum.
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S~ectrometer front and rear interchanged

This analysis compares the spectrometer penforrnance when it is rotated such that its rear
faces the source being measured. Figures C.4 through C.6 compare the spectrometer
performance for the constant-time, constant-total-number-of-counts, and constant-number-of-
counts-in-layer-six scenarios, respectively (in the last case, the sixth layer away fkom the source
is now Layer 1). In each case, the source strength is 6 ● 104neutrons/see and is located at 1 m.
For the constant-total-number-of-counts scenario, the number of counts is 3.5 ● 104, and for the
constant-number-of-counts-in-layer-six scenario, the number is 2.0 ● 103. In the constant-time
scenario, changing the spectrometer orientation has a mixed but slight effect on the separation
between spectra. Inmost cases, the rear-facing configuration has a slightly poorer capability to
distinguish between spectra, but for the two fluorine (et, n) spectr~ the separation is slightly
improved. In the constant-total-number-of-counts, interchanging front and rear increases the
separation and increases the counting time, again only slightly, with the exception of the fluorine
(cz,n) spectra for which the separation improves mo~e markedly than the counting time increase.
For the constant-number-of-counts-in-the-mo~-distal-layer scenario, interchanging front and rear
materially improves the capability to diktinguikh betieei”510-MeV and 5.5-MeV fluorine (et, n)
spectra. Although the counting time is increased, -only-about one-third of the increase of
performance can be attributed to the increased counting time. --. .-.., .-.
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5-~h count for 60104 n/see source at 1 m.
All optional polyethylene in place

c c c
000

s.. c- c“
Test Spectrum

:2$

~ Cf Fission

g
m Pu Fission

PuBe

❑
identical
spectra

c c c
000

5,0 MeV alpha,n
reaction on oxygen
5,0 MeV alpha,n
reaction on fluorine

5,5 MeV alpha,n
reaction on fluorine

Cf Fission

Pu Fission

PuBe

❑
50:50 or

D

less than 50:50 but

19
less than

H
less than

greater
greater than
1:10,000 1:10,000 1:1,000,000

Figure C.4a. Predicted Performance of the Spectrometer ith the Front and Rear of the Spectrometer Facing the Source, for the
Constant-Time Scenario. The numbers in the box represent the probability of likes being mistaken for unlikes because of statistical
variations. The symbol < indicates that the chance of a measurement producing the erroneous conclusion is less than 1 in 10-6. The
colors in the boxes provide a qualitative estimate of this probability.
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Source to
m

3.5 e 105 total countsr; 6 “l O 4 n/see source at 1 m.
All optional polyethylene in place

5.0 MeV alpha,n
~ reaction on oxygen
a 5,0 MeV alpha,n
~ reaction on fluorine
& 5,5 MeValpha,n
W react]ononf[uorine
m
$ Cf Fission
c

% PuFisslon

PuBe

c cc
g- a- cK- Test Spectrum— —

5.6 5.4 5.5 5.7 5.6 6.7

5.0 MeV alpha,n
reaction on oxygen
5.0 MeV alpha,n
reaction on fluorine
5,5 MeV alpha,n
reaction on fluorine

Cf Fission

Pu Fission

PuBe

Time (mIn)Time (mIn) 5.3 5.0 5.1 5.3 5.3 6.4

❑ identical ❑
50:50 or

❑
less than 50:50 but

❑
less than

greater than
< less than

spectra greater 1:10,000
1:10,000 Lll 1:1,000,000

Figure C.5a. Predicted Performance of the Spectrometer with the Front and Rear of the Spectrometer Facing the Source, for the
Consta.nt-Total-Number-of-Counts Scenario, The numbers in the box represent the probability of likes being mistaken for unlikes
because of statistical variations. The symbol< indicates that the chance of a measurement producing the erroneous conclusion is less
than 1 in 10-6. The colors in the boxes provide a qualitative estimate of this probability.
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2.0 ● 103 counts in most distal layer
6.104 n/see source at 1 m.

5.0 MeV alpha,n
~ reaction on oxygen
s 5.0 MeV alpha,n
& reaction on fluorine
g 5.5 MeV alpha,n
~ reaction on fluorine

~ Cf Fission

,. . 2
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4.1 5.0y4.9y4,4 4.5 f.1
1,47< p <3.59 “

5.0 MeV aipha,n
reaction on oxygen
5,0 MeV aipha,n
reaction on fiuorine
5,5 MeV aipha,n
reaction on fiuorine

Cf Fission

Pu Fission

PuBe

Time (rein)

❑
p=o

❑
p<l.47

❑
less than 50:50 but ~

identical 50:50 or ❑
p >3,59

spectra . greater
greater than 1:10,000
1:10,000

Figure C.6b. Weighted Root-Mean-Squared Displacements, p, of the Spectrometer with the Front and Rear of the Spectrometer
Facing the Source for the Constant-Number-of-Counts-in-the-Most-Distal-Layer Scenario. Note that in this case, the separation is
p5. The weighted mean square distance for each situation is shown in the respective box. Values of p = Oimply identical spectra;
values less than 1.63 mean that the measurement is sufficiently similar to the standard that they have equal probability, or greater, of
having been generated by the same spectrum; values of p greater than 3.73 mean that there is less than 1 chance in 10,000 that the
measurement and standard were generated by the same spectrum



Discussion

In the introduction to this appendix, the question was mooted: “Does removing the
optional polyethylene or switching front for back help or hurt in distinguishing between
spectra?” The answer, which is not surprising, is “It depends.” Just as the specific application

will determine which scenario is most appropriate, so, too, will the application drive the
spectrometer cofilguration.
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